Lightweight toy haulers

Gulf Stream Coach

Since 1983

Leave No Toy at Home
Track & Trail is sure to provide your family with vacation memories that will last for a lifetime!

Track & Trail feature hand-crafted hardwood cabinets, all kitchen complete with range, oven, microwave and a double sink with plenty of elbow room. In both bath and bedroom and loads of storage space both inside and out.

The Track & Trail by Gulf Stream Coach, Inc. offers you the family all the benefits of RV living with toys... for LESS...

Track & Trail offers additional sleeping for large groups with motorized bunks that slide up to the ceiling to make way for the toys while traveling. After a fun filled day at the track or on the trails, nothing beats the track & trail for quality spaciousness and livability!

Limitless exterior storage compartments featuring insulated doors and more than ample space to accommodate your travel needs.

Diamond plate road guard protects and enhances the exterior look.

What makes us better?

- 100 gallon fresh water capacity
- 2 flood lights on rear
- 2 scare lights on side
- Lower diamond plate front and sides
- Tons of extra storage!
- Torsion "Rubber Ride" axles
- Dove tail rear with 4" drop for easy entry, no bottoming out!
- Tows best, full or empty!
- AM/FM radio & CD player
- Mortise & tenon hardwood cabinet doors
- Auto igniter and 110 volt hardwired control panel for easy access
- Tons of extra storage!
- Vinyl easy clean seating areas
- Lower diamond plate front and sides
- Dove tail rear with 4" drop for easy entry, no bottoming out!
- Eagle eye lights after dark that is a give as small eyes often come from horses
- Tool all extra on close
- 89" x 87" oversized ramp
- 24" deck height
- Hidden spring door - won’t pinch fingers!
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Check out just some of Track & Trail’s many standards...

- Large double door refrigerator
- Water heater with double oven and 110 volt
- A & E ceiling
- 13.5 roof air conditioner
- Crawlspace microwave oven
- TV antenna with booster
- Mortise & tenon hardwood cabinet doors
- AAA FM radio & CD player
- 24" deck height
- 8' x 87" overland ramp
- "Radiator" Rubber Ride sides lower boondock, fall or empty!
- Tow ladder rear with 4" drop for easy entry, no bottoming out!
- Dove tail rear with 4" drop for easy entry, no bottoming out!
- Easy to clean - rubber diamond plate liner
- Vinyl easy clean seating areas
- Tons of extra storage!
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Gulf Stream Facilities...

Located in the heart of the Amish country, the complex, along with Gulf Stream’s affiliate, Fairmont Homes, Inc., covers over 400 acres and includes more than 1.5 million square feet of state-of-the-art manufacturing facilities. With over 20 years of manufacturing experience producing quality Recreational Vehicles, Gulf Stream is the leading manufacturer of high quality and high value RV products that are distributed through a partnership relation with independent dealers who are focused on meeting customer expectations.

Gulf Stream Exceptional Value...

Gulf Stream has been awarded the prestigious Platinum Recreational Vehicle Manufacturer Quality & Productivity Award in recognition of our commitment to producing quality recreational vehicles.

Your family and friends will feel safe and comfortable in a Gulf Stream Toy Hauler. Compare... and you will see the exceptional value of Gulf Stream toy haulers, travel trailers & fifth wheels.

Featuring a 2-Year Warranty!

In addition to our standard warranty, Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., offers an exclusive 24 month warranty on structural components. In addition, major component manufacturers are providing 24 month warranties on their products installed in Gulf Stream units such as refrigerators, antenna, furnace, water heater, air conditioner, awning, range, microwave and more. See the official written Gulf Stream Coach, Inc., warranty for details.

*For purposes of this warranty, “structural components” shall be limited to the structure of the side walls, front and back walls, roof and floor.